
Thinking Universally
From Particular to Universal 



Grounded Similarity

• The short version: universals are responsive to 
objectively given formal unities which, though 
numerically distinct, ground universals as extrinsic 
denominations.  

• The grounds are given by objectively obtaining 
similarities. 



Objectively given similarities?
• ‘. . .for it has already been declared how nature in reality is communicable 

to many things, not through some disposition or indifference which accrues 
to a nature itself in its own right (secundum se), but only through the non-
repugnance [or: mutual compatibility; or simply : through its not being 
excluded; non repugnantiam] of the singular things themselves, so that they 
are able to have other things be similar them, which non-incompatibility [or 
non-repugnance] is not sufficient for the notion  of the universal, as has 
been declared (DM VI 5.3)

• ‘. . . iam declaratum est quomodo natura in re sit communicabilis multis, non per 
aliquam aptitudinem seu indifferentiam quae ipsi naturae secundum se conveniat, sed 
solum per non repugnantiam ipsarum rerum singularium ut habere possint alia sibi 
similia, quae non repugnantia non satis est ad rationem universalis, ut declaratum 
est.’



Three Observations

• (i) These similarities are ‘objectively given’.  N.b.:I am using the phrase 
‘objectively given’ in our sense of the term, viz. as a feature not even partially 
constituted by the intentional activities of a mind.  

• This contrasts with Suárez’s persistent talk of ‘objective being’, of which 
more anon.

• (ii) It is not the case that Suárez simply asserts (i); this is offered as a gloss on 
(a) his repeated contention that individual formal unity arrives ex parte re (or: ex 
natura rei; vel sim), together with (b) his contention that the universal construed 
as an ens rationis is constrained by a formal causal analogy of attribution. 

• (iii) On the assumption that (ii) underwrites (i), (ii) may equally be taken to 
underwrite Suárez’s talk of non-repugnance. 



A Sudden Shift to Mental Operations 

• DM VI 6 marks a sudden shift to a question of our mental operations, viz. ‘Through which 
operation of the intellect are things made universal?’

• ‘This question put in other words is usually treated at the beginning of dialectics, namely 
whether the universal is created through abstraction or comparison of the 
intellect. . .Although we have said that the universal unity results from the work of the 
understanding, we cannot pass on without clarifying which and what kind of operation 
of the intellect this is.  It is necessary to distinguish the twofold intellect briefly, agent 
and possible; the work of the former is to produce the intelligible species [or: to make the 
species intelligible]; the work of the latter is to work and to understand through these 
species. . .’ (DM VI 6.1)

• Haec quaestio sub aliis verbis tractari solet in principio dialecticae, scilicet, an universale fiat per 
abstractionem vel per comparationem intellectus . . . Quoniam vero dictum a nobis est unitatem 
universalem per opus intellectus resultare, praetermittere non possumus quin declaremus quod et 
quale sit hoc opus intellectus. Oportet autem breviter distinguere duplicem intellectum, agentem et 
possibilem; illius munus est efficere species intelligibiles; huius operari et intelligere per illas. 



A Two-fold Intellect 
• Since in all of nature there is something which is the matter for each kind of thing 

(and this is what is all those things in potentiality), while something else is their 
cause, i.e. the productive one, because of its producing them all as falls to a craft in 
relation to the matter, it is necessary that these differences be present in the soul. 
And there is one sort of intellect by coming to be all things, and another sort by 
producing them all, as a kind of positive state, like light. For in a certain way, light 
makes colours which are in potentiality colours in actuality. And this intellect is 
separate and unaffected and unmixed, being in its essence actuality. For what acts is 
always superior to what is affected, as too the first principle is to the matter. 
[Knowledge in actuality is the same as the thing, though in an individual knowledge 
in potentiality is prior in time, though generally it is not prior in time.] But it is not 
the case that sometimes it reasons and sometimes it does not. And having been 
separated, this alone is just what it is, and this alone is deathless and everlasting, 
though we do not remember, because this is unaffected, whereas passive reason is 
perishable. And without this, nothing reasons. —Aristotle, De Anima iii 5



A Simple Question
• What is given? 

• Sensible qualities?

• These seem perceiver-indexed.

• Acquaintables?

• These come ready-made?

• Raw sensa or minimal sensibilia?

•  These are immune to error by mis-identification?



A Simple Suggestion
• All perception and all intellection is duplex: 

• As in all of nature, there is an active and a passive component to cognition, whether 
perceptual or intellectual.

• So, says Suárez, ‘It is necessary to distinguish briefly the twofold intellect (duplicem 
intellectum), agent and possible. . . (DM VI 6.1)

• Let ‘Ψa’ = ‘a engages in some activity’ and ‘Πa’ = ‘a suffers something’ or ‘a is affected in some 
way’.  Then:

• a perceives on object of perception o only if (Ψa and Πa)

• Two natural questions posed in an effort to explain this condition and then to turn it into a 
bi-conditional:

• How is a affected in perception (and by what, precisely)?

• In what sort of activity does a engage in perception? 



Made, well, baroque
• [To be clear: I use this as a term of approbation.]

• In DM VI 5, Suárez offers nine psychological theses pertinent to universals construed as extrinsic 
denominations, of which we will consider six:

• The intellect as active (IA) abstracts an intelligible species (IS) formally, by rendering it bereft of 
matter.

• In so doing it renders the IS dematerialized but not thereby  universal.

• The IA imposes this IS on the intellect as passive (the ‘possible intellect’, (IP)).

• The intellect can then deploy this IS, either by considering it as the particular it is or by  developing it 
via a reflexive comparative judgment with other similar ISs into a universal judgment, which is a formal 
representational judgment.  

• These two intellectual operations (viz. formal abstraction and universalization) are completely distinct.

• The IS is responsibly said to be like the object thought by means of an extrinsic analogy of attribution. 



Abstraction 
• The IA abstracts an IS:

• Abstraction evidently consists in, so to speak, an exercise in subtraction achieved by 
selective attention.

• Three ways of viewing this matter (DM VI 6.2-5)

• The IA abstracts common natures, rendering the universal abstracted an intrinsic 
denomination 

• The IA does not abstract a universal common nature; rather, this is known directly 
by the IP

• The intellect produces the universal by means of a (reflexive) comparison effected 
by the IP; the various ISs have a certain similarity and agreement amongst 
themselves, and this furnishes the occasion of the production of a universal as an 
extrinsic denomination.



Reflexive: a Primer on Primary 
and Secondary Intentions  

• Philosophers in this period routinely primary and secondary intentions.

• Let us say, as a first simplifying approximation, that an intention is a concept—recalling, though, that ‘concept’ is 
already ambiguous as between:

• A subjective notion, whereby a concept is constituted by a metal act of some kind (so that one can say, sensibly, 
‘Sorry, you and I just have different concepts of capitalism.’)

• An objective notion, which is a MLIE (such that one can say, sensibly, ‘Despite her frequent protestations, she 
doesn’t even understand the most rudimentary concept of justice.’)

• With that first simplifying approximation in place, we can distinguish:

• φ is a primary intention =df φ is a first-order concept of an MLIE

• so, e.g., the concept humanity, whose extension is human beings; the concept, turtle dove, whose extension is 
turtle doves; and the concept elecrtron, whose extension is electrons (a favourite example in the 14th c.)

•  ψ is a secondary intention =df ψ is a second-order concept of some first-order concept φ.

•  ψ here might be a reflexive concept which φ bears to itself

• so, e.g., the concept species takes as its object the concept humanity, and/or horse, and/or turtle dove. 



The Third Way
• This is further proved because universality is not a thing having true 

existence, but is only a being or relation of reason; therefore it has only 
objective being in the intellect; therefore it [exists] only when it is 
made to be in actuality by  the intellect, for only then is it objectively 
in the intellect; therefore it exists only through comparative cognition, 
since through this alone it is made or excogitated by the intellect. (DM 
VI. 6.5)

• Quod ulterius probatur, quia universalitas non est res aliqua habens veram 
existentiam, sed est tantum ens seu relatio rationis; ergo tantum habet esse 
obiective in intellectu; ergo tantum est quando actu fit ab intellectu, nam tunc 
solum est obiective in intellectu; ergo tantum est per notitiam comparativam, 
quia per eam solam fit seu excogitatur ab intellectu. 



Abstracted 
• The process of abstraction yields not universality, but rather only dematerialisation:

• Therefore I add further that if the notion and nature of the intelligible species be 
properly and truly understood, it will be quite improper to say that the nature is 
made universal through this abstraction since, according to the true opinion, the 
impressed species is neither a formal image nor does it in any way formally 
represent, but rather represents by way of producing, only in so far as it is just as if 
it were the seed or instrument derived from the object for producing the formal 
intentional representation which is made through a conception of the mind. (DM 
VI 6.7)

• Addo ergo ulterius, si proprie ac vere intelligatur ratio et natura speciei intelligibilis, satis 
improprie dici per hanc abstractionem fieri naturam universalem, quia iuxta veram 
sententiam, species impressa neque est formalis imago neque ullo modo formaliter 
repraesentat, sed effective quatenus est veluti semen seu instrumentum obiecti ad efficiendam 
formalem repraesentationem intentionalem, quae fit per conceptum mentis.



Some Consequences 

• We find the universal neither simply in rebus, in things in the world, nor even as produced 
by the IA.  

• Instead, we have at the beginning of intellectual cognition only a dematerialised particular.

• Further, we should not assume that this dematerialised particular represents by means of a 
formal representation—by means, that seems, of a formal isomorphism.

• Rather, it represents, ‘by way of producing’ (or, perhaps, ‘in the manner of an efficient 
cause’, or simply, ‘effectively’; effective).

• The striking thought here is that we need not assume literal isomorphism in mental 
representations: what matters is that they lead one to what is represented—and 
surely about that Suárez is correct. 

• It remains, then, for another mental act to produce the universal.



Analogy of Attribution, Again
• We are left with a query: if the IS is not formally like the object from which it derives, how held to be content-

bearing?  

• That is, if we think of the IS as simply a formal representation—as one which is isomorphic with its object—then 
we have at least the rudiments of an answer.

• Yet this is precisely what Suárez denies. 

• Moreover, merely being efficiently caused by the object seems much too coarse.

• Suárez's suggestion seems to be: when we say ‘the object is φ’ and ‘the IS is φ’:

•  ‘. . .is φ’ is not univocal

• Nor is it equivocal.

• Rather, it is a case of analogy by attribution.

• If that is right, then we should expect the ratio of  predicate ‘. . .is φ’ as it applies to the IS to be 
asymmetrically dependent upon the predicate  ‘. . .is φ’ as it applies to the objet. 

• Final query: does that suffice?


